
  

 

 

Flea Market Challenge

Questions and Tasks

1. Anchors aweigh! The captain decides in which direction you will set sail. Think of a
name for your ship or crew.

2. Time for the first quiz round: when did Columbus, one of the greatest explorers, live
and which crown did he serve?

3. And another question: What is the name of the composer whose most famous song
bears the title of the year of America's discovery? For which film was it composed?

4. Task: Find a book on the topic of "explorers/pirates/seafaring". (Attention: There are
different numbers of points for different types of books!)
● 1 point: Books on the theme of exploration without anything to do with seafaring.
● 2 points: Novels
● 3 points: Non-fiction/atlases
● 4 points: Encyclopaedia
● 5 points: Books before 1950

5. Task: Who will discover the kitschiest toy? This is the direction your class is going in.
6. Quiz time: On which island did James Cook, the discoverer of Australia, die? How

many voyages to the South Seas did he make? Additional question for the
knowledgeable: Where did James Cook land in Australia?

7. Task: Find the most beautiful ship's lamp/lantern and rhyme a two-liner about why
this lamp belongs to your ship.

8. Task: Find five utensils that you cannot do without on board and explain why.
9. Quiz time: Who was Alexander von Humboldt, where was he born and where did he

die? Additional questions for the knowledgeable: What was the full name of this
famous explorer? Where is Humboldt Bay located? Where is the Humbodt Stream?
Where is the Alexander von Humboldt National Park?

10. Task: Find and get some ship's biscuits and a good bottle of thirst quencher/rum for
your crew.

11. Task: Find the most beautiful atlas and the most detailed map!
12. Quiz time: What is the name of the English explorer and pirate who sailed around the

world? Was he the first seafarer to do so? Additional question for the knowledgeable:
Which ruler lost one of her garters during a tour of his ship?

13. Task: Find three books in different languages for communicating on board.
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14. Task: Find your ship's mascot. Baptise it in an appropriate ceremony and record it
with a photo.

15. Quiz time: Which nationality did Ferdinand Magellan adopt and for which crown did
he sail? Additional question for the knowledgeable: What were the names of the
ships in his fleet with which he began his voyage of discovery in 1519? Estimate the
total number of men he sailed with!

16. Task: Find the most beautiful and the oldest binoculars / the perfect telescope for
your captain.

17. Which of these ships did not belong to Christopher Columbus' fleet?
● Pinta
● Santa Maria
● Sao Gabriel
● Vizcaina

18. Task: Which instrument will you use to navigate on your journey? Find your
navigational instruments that you will use to sail to Fantasia.

19. Task: Find the soundtrack for your journey. Why did you choose these songs or
artists?

20. Quiz question: For which voyage of discovery is Vasco da Gama famous? In which
country was he born and where did he die? For the knowledgeable: How big was his
crew when he set sail in 1497?

21. Task: Find the most original means of transport for going ashore.
22. Task: Put together the equipment of your galley (with photos).
23. Quiz question: Who was the first woman to make a voyage around the world in

1846-48? How many kilometres did she sail? Additional questions for the
knowledgeable: Why were women unwanted on board for a long time? Can you think
of a woman who sneaked on board in disguise?

We did it! Now it's getting exciting: Which crew has won?

You can find the PDF with the solutions at www.abenteuerfreundschaft.com.
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